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Abstract

This paper highlights the role of Web 2.0 technologies in sourcing ongoing information from university students in an effort to assist faculty in their continuous professional development (PD), with the ultimate goal of incrementally improving teaching and learning. On a semester basis, students use an online program called CoursEvals to provide their opinions about the course and its instructor. The collected data are used to inform the content and delivery of faculty PD workshops. The interactive nature of CoursEvals, with Web features that facilitate information sharing and interoperability with Blackboard, a learning/course management system, make it ideal for impacting higher education. Students can complete student evaluation of teaching (SEOT) online from any location (university, home, mobile, or overseas). This paper underscores the interactive nature of the feedback process that allows faculty, administration, policy makers, and other stakeholders to participate in the ongoing improvement of teaching and learning. We see how Web 2.0 technologies can impact the teaching/learning nexus in higher education, how online forums and Blackboard bulletin boards have helped popularize Web 2.0 technologies, how online social interactions have escalated through wikis, blogs, emails, instant messaging, and audio and video clips, and how faculty can retrieve their personal SEOT at any time and use the information to self- or peer-evaluate at their convenience. Faculty can compare their SEOT over time to determine stability and monitor their classroom effectiveness. They can also address reliability and validity issues and use the information judiciously without making unnecessary generalizations. Researchers will find useful information supporting the impact of Web 2.0 technologies in higher education.
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Introduction

Since the 1950s, educational technology research has been debating the pros and cons of the usefulness of computers in enhancing the teaching/learning nexus. After five decades, the time has come to evaluate the impact of Web 2.0 technologies in enhancing the teaching/learning nexus in higher education (HE). A quick glance at a tag cloud, word cloud, or weighted list with Web 2.0-related terms reveals the multiplicity of common uses of Web 2.0 technologies. Blogs, folksonomy, wikis, audio, video, mashups, hosted services, Web standards, standardization, RSS, CSS, microformats, accessibility, podcasting, social software, sharing, collaboration, perpetual data, and AJAX are just a few of the many terms displayed in the Web 2.0 tag cloud. This visual representation provides some idea of the significant impact Web 2.0 technology continues to have on HE.

Web 2.0 was first used in January 1999, at the close of the 20th century, by an information architecture consultant. The term “Web 2.0” is considered to be the one millionth English word, according to Global Language Monitor, a US Web monitoring firm that searches the Internet for newly formed words and recognizes those that have been used at least 25,000 times. The first Web 2.0 conference was hosted in 2003. The focus was on software applications being built on the Web as opposed to the desktop, representing a migration from customer consumption to customer creation. In other words, participants on a Web 2.0 site operate as consumers rather than customers. This means that participants are creators, and not merely passive recipients of-
content that was already created for them. They generate content in the form of ideas, text, videos, audios, pictures, and so on.

Shirky (2008) posited that the key characteristic of all these social media practices is “mass socialization,” whereby the power of the collective actions of online user communities rather than individual users is harnessed. Social media are Internet applications characterized by openly shared digital content that is authored, critiqued, and re-configured by many users. This allows users in higher education settings to converse and interact with each other in order to create, edit, categorize, label, recommend, and share new forms of textual, visual, and audio content. Tapscott and Williams (2007) affirm that young people “are not content to be passive consumers, and increasingly satisfy their desire for choice, convenience, customization, and control by designing, producing, and distributing products themselves” (p. 52).

Halpin and Tuffield (2010) contend that, from the outset, “The Web has always been social.” As far back as the early 1970s, Shirky claimed that Internet applications allowed users to exchange messages with each other, maintain personal profiles, curate lists of ‘friends’, and write blog-like journal entries. Moreover, he insists that the current generation of social media applications is completely distinct from those of the earlier Internet in terms of scale of use. He elaborated that contemporary social media are used by hundreds of millions of users: Facebook’s figure exceeds 500 million, contrasting sharply with the Web tools of even ten years ago. Shirky further asserts that “the social media of the 2010s now boast a sufficient critical mass of users and applications to be of genuine collective benefit and social significance” (p. 2). Christakis and Fowler (2009) concur that “As part of a social network, we transcend ourselves for good or ill and become a part of something much larger” (p. 30).

Subrahmanyam and Šmahel (2011) observed that social media are associated with an increasing tendency for young people to multitask, to rely on a ‘digital juggling’ of daily activities and commitments. Shirky observed that social media technologies are also associated with enhanced social autonomy, since young people now have greater “control over the nature and form of what they do, as well as where, when and how they do it” (p.2). By extension, Web 2.0 technologies allow users enhanced capacity to self-organize and provide for themselves, thereby empowering them significantly.

Today, faculty can connect with their students in higher education settings, especially when they use social networking sites to support the university lifestyle through online interactions with peers and faculty (Yu et al., 2010). The university studied by Yu et al. maintains profiles and groups on its Facebook site, where students and faculty interact as they share resources and express opinions on various facets of the courses being offered. This partially confirms Mason and Rennie’s (2007) observation that “shared community spaces and intergroup communications are a massive part of what excites young people and therefore should contribute to [their] persistence and motivation to learn” (p. 199).

The business models of Netscape and Encyclopedia Britannica Online are associated with Web 1.0: the makers created software, updated it periodically, and distributed it to end users. In contrast, Web 2.0 models, such as Google and Wikipedia, focused respectively on linking Web pages and providing perpetual, ongoing information from contributors.
The following figure illustrates some ways in which Web 2.0 differs from Web 1.0.

![Comparison of Web 1.0 and Web 2.0](http://oreilly.com/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.htm)

Student Evaluation of Teaching

For the past century, higher education institutions have asked students to submit their evaluations of courses (d’Apollonia & Abrami, 1997; Dommeyer, Baum, Chapman, & Hanna, 2002; Layne, DeCristoforo, & McGinty, 1999; Richardson, 2005; Shevlin, Banyard, Davies, & Griffiths, 2000). The main objective was to get students’ feedback on teaching and instruction (Centra, 1977, 1993; Cohen, 1981; Koon & Murray, 1995; Marsh, 1984; 1987; Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; McKeachie, 1990; Murray, Ruston, & Paunonen, 1990; Ramsden, 1991; Seldin, 1984; 1993). Marsh (1987, 2007) emphasizes the validity of student evaluation of teaching due to the established relationship between perceptions of course effectiveness and actual learning outcomes. Traditionally, students’ have used paper-and-pencil formats to evaluate teaching. Yet this technique gives rise to many biases, such as not incorporating the ratings and opinions of absentee students who did not fill out the questionnaire the day it was administered (Becker & Watts, 1999; Layne, DeCristoforo, & McGinty, 1999). In addition, the teacher is usually present during the evaluation, resulting in potential bias (Layne, DeCristoforo, & McGinty, 1999). In light of this, an online system of student evaluations may provide higher education institutions with a number of potential added values over the paper-and-pencil method.

Study Context and Research Objectives

The main priority of the Caribbean National University is to provide students with effective teaching, research, and development programs for socioeconomic and technological development in a high-quality learning environment. This entrepreneurial institution was established to keep pace with the growing industrial needs of the country. Its vision is to equip its graduates with metaskills to enable them to take the helm in using and developing new and emerging global technologies. Accordingly, university would be prepared to start and maintain companies for sustainability and overall enhancement of the lifestyle of the general populace. In keeping with its vision and mission, the institution offers a range of certificates and diplomas as well as undergraduate, graduate, and professional education courses in a variety of programs, including education, engineering, information and communication technology, biomedical sciences, agriculture and food technologies, performing arts, maritime studies, fashion and design, criminology, health administration, and sports management. In an attempt to achieve the highest quality of learning experience that promises to revolutionize the way citizens achieve the aforementioned goals, each student is invited to evaluate both the course and its instruc-
tor through the medium of online student evaluation of teaching (SEOT). Students are expected to truthfully express their views in an atmosphere of confidentiality and anonymity regarding the organization and effectiveness of the curriculum and its delivery.

In support of the university’s goal to deliver programs of the highest quality that connect learners and teachers in an interactive learning community, a learning center was established, with responsibility for all teaching and learning activities at the university.

Continuous monitoring of teaching and learning activities requires ongoing feedback from students through a centralized SEOT system designed to standardize activities across the various programs. Using SEOT feedback, the center provides professional development (PD) opportunities intended to prepare faculty to teach in a networked world, effectively utilizing both virtual and physical learning environments equipped with the required technological infrastructure.

Supporting learners across its several campuses and satellite stations through videoconferencing and WIFI facilities, the learning center utilizes a range of state-of-the-art Web 2.0 technologies in HE as a core feature of its operation. The university provides wireless access across its many campuses to support mobile applications. It continually liaises with the information and communication unit to support online electronic communities inside and outside the country with a range of services, particularly social computing technologies.

This gives rise to a number of compelling questions:

- How has the use of social computing technologies impacted student learning and teaching at this university?
- In what ways are instructors using Web 2.0 to engage learners within and outside their classrooms?

The center’s activities range from delivering asynchronous and synchronous courses by means of distributed delivery and face-to-face teaching to supporting online forums and Blackboard bulletin boards. The center’s instructors demonstrate how online communication can be leveraged through videoconferencing, social networking, wikis, blogs, emails, webinars, instant messaging, and audio and video clips. Web 2.0 technologies are made available in learning spaces that encourage innovation and entrepreneurship in an ever-changing technological environment.

**Student Evaluation of Teaching (SEOT) System**

SEOT is a uniform, university-wide system for student feedback on academic instruction for all its programs. SEOT is an integral part of the cyclical educational process. It incorporates all the areas of curriculum, pedagogy, learning, and assessment, because it requires respondents to give feedback on not only the areas, but also the processes involved.

Regardless of academic rank, the teaching performance of all faculty members is subject to evaluation by self, peers, and students. Accordingly, SEOT is administered in every course section at the university every time a course is offered, which would have been excessively inefficient without Web 2.0 technologies.

SEOT is considered part of an overall teaching evaluation system, which includes ongoing faculty self-assessment, peer assessment, and student assessment. At the core of all SEOT operations is the Web, which generates valid and reliable data for personal and institutional use. Prior to 2009, individual programs used their own evaluation instruments and retained their results independently. A paper-based software called *Remark* and a web-based software called *CoursEvals* were simultaneously piloted in 2009. Both software applications may also be used for a variety of surveys other than SEOT. The aim was to transition all programs online, since the paper-based procedure was time-consuming and un-
sustainable. Nevertheless the paper-based option proved expedient for campuses that were experiencing connectivity issues at that time.

This university-wide SEOT ensures that students have an optimal learning experience: instructors are advised about the effectiveness of their teaching, and they receive ongoing suggestions for improvement. Additionally, administrators and other stakeholders are informed about the overall quality of courses and instructor performance. To summarize, the major goals of the SEOT are to:

- promote continuous improvement in students’ learning experience
- promote continuous integration of new ideas and effective pedagogy into courses, programs, and curricula
- encourage and support both scholarly teaching and the scholarship of teaching and learning through continuous feedback
- develop, implement, and assist in novel instructional approaches and methods
- cultivate an institutional climate that values, rewards, and renews teaching excellence
- provide the university with information about the quality of learning and teaching
- provide the university with additional information for merit, salary, and promotion decisions.

Mandatory for all university courses and student-centered, the online SEOT instrument comprises statements for which students rate their degree of agreement: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. The statements are organized into two categories: course and instructor. The nine course statements address the clarity and achievement of learning objectives (“The learning objectives of this course were largely achieved,” “The learning objectives of this course were made clear at the beginning of the semester”); deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result of the course (“I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result of this course”); organization of the course (“The course was well organized”); use of a variety of instructional aids (“A variety of instructional aids were used to help internalize the course content (e.g., reference materials, online resources, field visits, laboratory work, handouts, activities, etc.)”); pace of coursework (“The course was paced in a reasonable manner to facilitate the learning process”); variety of assessments (“Various forms of assessment were used to arrive at the final grade (for example, essays, examinations, quizzes, group work, projects, assignments, self & peer assessment, etc.)”); relationship of assignments and examinations to course content (“Assignments and exams were related to course content”); and recommendation of the course to others (“I would recommend this course to other students”).

In addition to these closed-response statements, three open-ended questions ask students to write what they liked best about the course, what they liked least about the course, and recommendations for improvement along with additional comments about the course. Seven instructor statements address preparation for the class (“The instructor was well-prepared for class”); clear and effective instructor presentation (“The instructor presented content clearly and effectively”); instructor treatment of student with respect (“The instructor treated me with respect, and was pleasant and approachable”); instructor availability (“The instructor was readily available to students outside of class”); instructor use of a variety of teaching techniques to appeal to different learning styles (“A wide variety of teaching techniques were used to appeal to different learning styles”); fair award of grades (“Grades were awarded fairly”); and useful and timely feedback on all examinations and assignments (“Useful and timely feedback was provided on all exams and assignments”). Three open-ended questions address instructor strengths, areas for instructor improvement, and additional comments about the instructor.

Respondents can complete the SEOT online from any location (university, home, mobile, or overseas) using Web 2.0 technologies. One significant impact...
is that a smaller number of full-time employees (FTE) are required to process the SEOT compared with paper-based evaluations (.75 FTE year-round online; 3 FTE year-round paper-based). For the institution, this represents a net saving that can be deployed to other areas. The university’s student information system (SIS) Jenzabar is premised on Web 2.0 technology, with links to the SEOT online course evaluation system (CoursEvals).

The identical items are reformatted to allow self-evaluation and peer evaluation. Both forms of evaluation allow instructors to continuously improve their teaching practice. These Web 2.0 technologies have impacted the institution’s image, as the university-wide SEOT was instrumental in the university’s recent institutional accreditation.

Students who use SEOT are assured anonymity and/or confidentiality. They are encouraged to be honest and open about their assessments. Feedback on academic instruction contributes to personnel decisions and course adjustments. Students are informed of important announcements via Web 2.0 technologies. A set of color-coded general guidelines on SEOT administration is emailed, along with mailed hard copies, to program professors, campus administrators, instructors, and proctors. Each program in turn establishes specific procedures for distributing, administering, and collecting responses. The ultimate responsibility for implementing provisions and protocol and for preventing abuses rests with the academic administrators and program professors or their designates. Web 2.0 technological incentives are used to encourage student participation.

The organization and management of SEOT mandates the use of Web 2.0 technologies, particularly because staff members operate in a fast-paced working environment that requires several deliverables in a timely manner. For instance, the PD workflow flowchart was formulated with the use of Web 2.0 technologies. The response rate for online evaluations shows an overall percentage increase from 2009 to 2012, as shown in Figure 2.
### Table 1
Summary of online SEOT student participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall participation</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in active courses</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>24.24</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of courses</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of courses with zero participation</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of courses with participation</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>96.22</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>93.10</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>94.08</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation 50% and over</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>45.98</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>21.13</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

Figure 2

Source: University Records, 2012
The impact of Web 2.0 technologies in HE on data analysis cannot go unmentioned. The collected SEOT data could not be effectively analyzed without the use of Web 2.0 technologies, in the form of computer software packages such as CoursEvals (for online SEOT) and Remark (for paper-based SEOT). These software packages automate the process and allow generating reports of descriptive statistics, including but not confined to response rates, means, standard deviations, and bar graphs. It is understood that some evaluation datasets may be skewed for a number of reasons, including classes with very small numbers of students, evaluations with very low response rates, first-time courses given on an experimental basis, and faculty in their first years of teaching. Given that 50,000 SEOT for approximately over 800 courses must be prepared, distributed, administered, and reported for each semester, Web 2.0 technologies have been invaluable in accomplishing this feat.

Digital scans of open-ended comments are prepared for scrutiny, a herculean task were it not for Web 2.0 technologies. Instructors who require assistance are guided by their program professors or program coordinators and leaders, who can refer them to the learning center for one-on-one assistance. When SEOT reports fall below a collaboratively established acceptable threshold, the Learning Center uses Web 2.0 technologies to initiate communication with program professors, leading to overall personal improvement. Faculty can respond in writing to the program professor when student ratings are used for performance evaluation. These responses become part of a permanent SEOT record.

At the system’s center is a helpdesk manned by an experienced, trained professor who spends quality time with each referral or walk-in instructor. Faculty members are strongly encouraged to seek assistance at any time for conducting their courses. The professor uses a range of Web 2.0 technologies: Skype, email, instant messaging, SMS, Flickr, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Internet searches, Google Maps, YouTube Videos, webcasts, webinars, Elluminate Live, Mobil Application updates, blogs, Wikis, and online journal access, among others.

The impact of Web 2.0 technologies in HE on data analysis cannot go unmentioned. The collected SEOT data could not be effectively analyzed without the use of Web 2.0 technologies, in the form of computer software packages such as CoursEvals (for online SEOT) and Remark (for paper-based SEOT). These software packages automate the process and allow generating reports of descriptive statistics, including but not confined to response rates, means, standard deviations, and bar graphs. It is understood that some evaluation datasets may be skewed for a number of reasons, including classes with very small numbers of students, evaluations with very low response rates, first-time courses given on an experimental basis, and faculty in their first years of teaching. Given that 50,000 SEOT for approximately over 800 courses must be prepared, distributed, administered, and reported for each semester, Web 2.0 technologies have been invaluable in accomplishing this feat.

Digital scans of open-ended comments are prepared for scrutiny, a herculean task were it not for Web 2.0 technologies. Instructors who require assistance are guided by their program professors or program coordinators and leaders, who can refer them to the learning center for one-on-one assistance. When SEOT reports fall below a collaboratively established acceptable threshold, the Learning Center uses Web 2.0 technologies to initiate communication with program professors, leading to overall personal improvement. Faculty can respond in writing to the program professor when student ratings are used for performance evaluation. These responses become part of a permanent SEOT record.

At the system’s center is a helpdesk manned by an experienced, trained professor who spends quality time with each referral or walk-in instructor. Faculty members are strongly encouraged to seek assistance at any time for conducting their courses. The professor uses a range of Web 2.0 technologies: Skype, email, instant messaging, SMS, Flickr, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Internet searches, Google Maps, YouTube Videos, webcasts, webinars,
Elluminate Live, Mobil Application updates, blogs, Wikis, and online journal access, among others.

In order to scaffold learning and provide sound advice, particularly for effortful cognitive tasks that prove challenging to faculty, instructors also use applications such as OpenScholar (a software application and document management system allowing online entry and storage of biographical data, research projects, and other documents), Lecture Capture (to record and digitize lectures), Vimeo (an online platform for sharing and discovering video content globally: http://vimeo.com/), Prezi (a cloud-based presentation and story-telling software for idea sharing on a virtual canvas: http://prezi.com/), Google Drive, the new home for Google Docs (a collaborative online platform that allows users to create and upload documents rapidly and edit in real time: https://docs.google.com), SideSix (an online platform that specializes in responsive Web design: http://sidesix.org/), Sli­deshare (an online community presentation-sharing platform supporting pdfs, videos, and webinars: http://www.slideshare.net/), LinkedIn (a professional social networking website), Freebase (a large, online collaborative collection of structured data/metadata harvested from many sources: www.freebase.com), and pdfsam (for splitting and merging pdfs). Several faculty members also use smartphones with numerous online applications such as ChatON, iCloud storage, calendars, YouTube videos, iTunes, Google maps, News stand, Skype, audio books, Snapfish, Flickr, Face Dial, and many more to facilitate the SEOT-assessed teaching and learning process. Of note, Google maps provide accurate directions between the geographically separated campuses where faculty conduct face-to-face classes. Needless to mention, birthday, anniversary, and special events are announced online using Web 2.0 technologies. The process is iterative, and the workshops are continuously adapted to individual faculty needs. Editing, printing, and packaging workshop materials are some of the many activities that require Web 2.0 technologies. The Internet is a powerful source of information, providing much needed resource materials for effective workshops. All materials are properly sourced for copyright purposes and to provide easy referral and access by workshop attendees. Web searches, especially Google searches, are frequently used to retrieve relevant information for a variety of workshop topics. An array of shareware is also used as workshop resource materials. You Tube videos (both commercial and mash-ups) can help faculty internalize fundamen-
tal concepts pertinent to PD. Plans are underway to prepare self-made You Tube videos. Self-made PowerPoint presentations also use Web 2.0 technologies. Thus, Web 2.0 technologies continue to impact the delivery of quality materials for all faculty PD workshops. Social networking websites such as Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, Qapacity, Blauk, deviantART, Vox, LibraryThing, aNobii, Shelfari, weRead, GamerDNA, Playfire, Wakoopa, Epernicus, Advogato, Bebo. Google+, MEETin, Tagged, Kiwibox, Itsmy, MocoSpace, Ning, and Raptr, to mention a few, are used by workshop participants to communicate with each other about workshops and other issues.

The university hosts a website that facilitates connection to major social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. Microsoft PowerPoint, Prezi, and Slideshare are useful for presenting materials at workshops. Flickr, Picasa, digital media files (audio and video) downloaded through web syndication, webcasts, educational gaming, Google maps, and information from a variety of virtual learning environments and You Tube videos provide a rich source of resource materials for workshop delivery. Regular contact with professional colleagues is established and maintained through LinkedIn, a business-related social networking site launched in 2003. Intranet communication, email, online discussions with seeded discussion boards, and internal Web blogs allow faculty and staff to quickly communicate with each other on a range of matters, including PD workshops. Journal websites, educational shareware, and other library resources are used extensively for workshop preparation, particularly to appeal to the different learning styles (auditory, visual, kinesthetic, and combinations of these) of participants. All this has been made possible by Web 2.0 technology.

Over the past six years, the PD unit of the Learning Center has conducted multiple Problem-Based Learning (PBL) workshops for faculty and students, involving a total of 65 students and over 1,640 faculty and staff members. Overall average participant satisfaction ratings range from 86% to 98%.

All workshop materials are stored as hard copies and in digital format using shared computer space. Faculty and staff can readily access workshop materials due to the storage capacity of Web 2.0 technologies. Table 2 summarizes part of a slate of faculty professional development workshops for one semester. Without Web 2.0 technologies, it would be impossible to offer these workshops across the campuses located at different sites on the two islands.
Table 2

Summary of part of a slate of PD workshops for one semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Workshop Title</th>
<th>Workshop Description</th>
<th>Campus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Still Shooting and Basic Photo Editing (Picasa &amp; Photofile)</td>
<td>Basic “point and shoot” with a range of devices, including mobile phones and the incorporation of Picasa, Photofile, and other free online software.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Adding interest to your Blackboard course and enhancing communication</td>
<td>Participants will learn to use the Discussion Board tool at each point in the lifecycle of discussions – from creating forums and threads to moderating, managing, and grading discussions. Participants will learn to use Blackboard tools to keep students informed about course events, send messages, and communicate effectively in real time.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Creating Effective PowerPoint Presentations</td>
<td>Hints for creating a successful presentation, effective PowerPoint slides, what NOT to do, text guidelines, a guide to using clip art and graphics.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Educational Uses of Social Networking Programs</td>
<td>The broad range of social media applications enables new forms of online interaction. They are suited for working together, supporting content creation, and sharing within your community. In order to transfer these opportunities to education, we will identify application scenarios and good practices, and we will discuss the opportunities and limitations of the tools and services for their effective use.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CV and Publication database: Scholar</td>
<td>An online resource that enables individuals to create their own personal websites.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Grade Centre and Student Groups in Blackboard</td>
<td>Instructors will create groups and provide collaborative tools for students as they work together on group projects. Participants will also be introduced to the Grade Center tool (the online grade book), and will learn how to navigate the Grade Center and customize it for their needs.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Workshop Title</td>
<td>Workshop Description</td>
<td>Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Practical Tips and Safe Assign</td>
<td>Participants will learn how to use Safe Assign, Blackboard’s plagiarism checker.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Adding interest to your Blackboard course and enhancing communication</td>
<td>Participants will learn to use the Discussion Board tool at each point in the lifecycle of discussions – from creating forums and threads to moderating, managing, and grading discussions. Participants will learn to use Blackboard tools to keep students informed about course events, send messages, and communicate effectively in real time.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Podcasts</td>
<td>Creating a podcast allows instructors to share learning experiences. They can also use the technology to provide additional and revision material to students to download and review at a time that suits them. The flexibility that such time-shifting offers makes podcasting a valuable educational tool.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Enhancing Communication and Safe Assign in Blackboard</td>
<td>Participants will learn how to use Safe Assign, Blackboard’s plagiarism checker. Participants will also learn to use Blackboard tools to keep students informed about course events, send messages, and communicate effectively in real time.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Student Groups and Wikis and Blogs</td>
<td>Participants will learn how to use Safe Assign, Blackboard’s plagiarism checker. Participants will also learn to use Blackboard tools to keep students informed about course events, send messages, and communicate effectively in real time.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Social Media in your Campus Library</td>
<td>Specifically developed in reference to the Corinth Campus Library, this guide can be tailored to the various campuses to encourage the use of Social Media in the library, drawing on the ways in which other universities are using Social Media in libraries to interact with their students.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: University Records, 2012
Using Blackboard (Bb) for SEOT

SEOT information is disseminated in a timely way through the Learning Management System, Blackboard (Bb), which is used for all courses across the university. The Learning Center regularly conducts training courses to upgrade all faculty in Bb use as well as regular updates and new releases. Faculty use Bb to engage with their students on course matters, resource materials, updates, and many types of collaborative projects. At a minimum, course outlines, resource materials such as research articles, relevant Web links, visual resources, and other relevant data and information are posted on Bb. SEOT reminders are also regularly posted on Bb. Bulletin boards and online forums are used extensively to discuss various subject-related issues. The interactive nature of Web 2.0 technology allows faculty to be in constant contact with students on their desktops, laptops, or mobile devices. Students use a range of mobile devices, including iPhones, iPads, Pods, and a number of commercially available androids.

Teachers and instructors are given ongoing training in CoursEvals, Remark, and Bb using webinars organized by their respective training representatives. Elluminate Live is often used by some faculty for personal training at home and at universities abroad. A number of Web 2.0 technologies are also used by both faculty and staff at the university for personal PD. Some of the more commonly used features include Google Chrome, Google Chrome Sync, Internet searches (Google, Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.), Dictionary.com, Microsoft packages, (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher, Calendar), email, blogs, Wikis, and RSS.

A group of 21 graduate students enrolled in a Master’s program in Industrial Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Management (IIEM) at our university used blogging to communicate their personal experiences during an international study tour in North America. As an integral part of the program, the tour provides the students with opportunities to study the operations of globally competitive businesses as they incorporate learning outcomes from their program, research, and business interests. The blog is accessible to all interested persons by logging on using Web 2.0 technologies.

The university introduced Bb as its course/learning management system in 2008 under the guidance of an advisory committee, of which this researcher was a member. Bb use has increased over the years, as shown in the following three figures, which were sourced from 2012 university records.
Figure 3: Blackboard users

Figure 4: Blackboard course summaries
Since 2009, towards the middle of the first semester, the Learning Center has hosted an annual event called Five Minutes of Fame to showcase the impact of Web 2.0 technologies in the classroom for innovative teaching and learning. This occasion addresses the following SEOT item: “A variety of instructional aids were used to help internalize the course content.” For instance, in 2009 the presentations included Learning Experientially – The way to go; The challenge to change; Involving students with “Life Skills” tasks and discussions when Bb is utilized; Using digital media to reinforce and enhance learning; and Using social networking sites to supplement Bb: Students’ experiences and lesson learnt. All presentations are Web-linked for archival purposes, again made possible by Web 2.0 technologies.
Conclusion

This paper highlighted the growing role of Web 2.0 technologies in sourcing ongoing information from university students in an effort to assist faculty and staff in continuous PD, with the ultimate goal of incrementally improving the teaching and learning experience. An overview of Web 2.0 technology and SEOT underscored the significant role of Web 2.0 technology at the university. Details of specific Web 2.0 technologies in use were highlighted, along with their contribution to enhancing faculty and staff PD for lifelong sustainable learning and overall personal growth. Some of the Web 2.0 technologies mentioned included Wikis, email, SMS, RSS, blogs, social networking, videoconferencing, webinars, audio and video clips, SharePoint portal, podcasting, Skype, Google Docs, Flickr, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Internet searches, Google Maps, webcasts, webinars, Elluminate Live, and mobile applications.

Some notable limitations of this present study include occasional connectivity issues related to the Internet provider, which are outside the jurisdiction of the university. The varying extent to which faculty and support staff have training in, exposure to, and openness to new and innovative ideas constitutes another limitation of this study. Concurrently, the unwillingness of faculty to embrace new and emerging technologies could be a self-imposed limitation that may adversely affect their engagement in and appreciation of the effect of Web 2.0 technologies in higher education. A mindset that presupposes that Web 2.0 technologies are more appropriate for the younger generation than they are for older folks militates against rapid progress.

Possible avenues for future research include the effect of Web 2.0 technologies on support staff and other workers in higher education institutions. Issues of job stability and upward or lateral mobility could be limiting factors for enthusiastic faculty engagement with Web 2.0 technologies. Additionally, the influence of Web 2.0 technologies on lifelong learning in personal, domestic, and academic settings may provide other useful directions for future research. Finally, evaluating the multitasking capabilities of users of Web 2.0 technologies compared to non-users or limited users could provide a useful method for determining the magnitude of its influence on higher education. Readers may use the above-presented ideas to improve their institution’s PD offering.
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